Socialize

Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades
Legend

Mastery of Small Manners

Motive-Discerning Technique

Shadow Over Day

Automatically adapt to the expectations of a host culture,
behaving appropriately as the situation demands. Eliminates
penalties incurred by unfamiliarity with cultural expectations
and group dynamics. Please refer the book.

Supplements a read intentions action, granting double 9s.
May also substitute Wits for Perception on the roll. Can be
repurchased at higher Socialize ratings to gain additional
capabilities. Please refer the book.

Reflexively raise Guile by one. At Essence 2+
the Solar can raise his Guilse by two.
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Charm Name

Book Name / Page Reference
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Short Descriptor.
This does not contain full rules-text, but intends to confer
an at-a-glance info about this Charms capabilities.
Please refer to the book for full details.

Permanent Essence requirements in dots

Culture Hero Approach

Viper-Scenting Method

Energic Influence Technique

Dauntless Assayer Method

Quicksilver Falcon‘s Eye

Humble Servant Approach

Intent-Tracing Stare

Night Passes Over

Easily-Discarded Presence Method

Guarded Thoughts Meditation

When in a situation where the prerequisite could be used,
use this Charm instead to supplement a persuade or instill
action that speaks to group policy, changing cultural attitude
or steering future courses. Please refer the book.

Observe an unfamiliar ritual and make a special read
intentions action to discern it‘s purpose.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

While using Mastery of Small Manners, this Charm allows
the Solar to automatically notice when a character
expresses (directly or indirectly) disfavor towards her.

Supplement an instill action which is raising in Intimacy to
Major or Defining, granting a new Minor Intimacy that
reflexts the first one being raised. Please refer the book.

When failing a read intentions action, the Solar may use
this Charm to reset the attempt, allowing to try again.
A fitting stunt reduces the cost.

Intuit when a character applies Resolve or Guile against
a social influence action and when he doesn‘t.

When taking a read intentions action to discover what a
target wants from the Solar, he can reduce Guile by two. Must
have already succeeded on a read intentions action while
the target was engaged with someone other than the Solar.

Each time the Solar or a character within five feet is the
target of a read intentions action, the Exalt feels a tingle.
Upon doing so she can discern who is the target and who
is watching them. Must be aware of the initiate.

Reflexively ignore all penalties to Guile from fatigue,
surprise or other emotional states. Does not remove
penalties incurred through physical injury from being
observed by hidden characters.

When defending against read intentions, activate this Charm
to make the initiate believe he saw through her Guile.
Instead of seeing the Exalt‘s true motives, he sees
cluelessness, failure or pursuit of vice and disregards the Solar.

Indefinitely raise Guile by three points.
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Permanent Ability requirements in dots
Repruchase/Upgrade available
☑ Exalted 3rd Edition Core Book
☑ Miracles of the Solar Exalted (Backer Charms)
Created by MadLetter

Unimpeachable Discourse Technique
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Indecent Proposal Method

Cunning Insight Technique

Effective Counter Argument

Aspersions Cast Aside

Rancor-Raising Spirit

Preeminent Gala Knife

Umbral Eyes Focus

Wise-Eyed Courtier Method

Discretionary Gesture

Deep-Eyed Soul Gazing

Selfsame Master Procurer

Penumbra Self Meditation

Supplement an instill, persuade or bargain action,
guaranteeing the offer will sound delightful, charming
or at least a necessary evil.
Please refer the book.

Any time the Solar sees another character dispute or reject
a claim she may activate this Charm, allowing to speculate
on one of the involved character‘s Intimacies.
Please refer the book.

Once per scene intercede in a persuade action in order to
change the target‘s mind.

Cast aside all 1s and 2s after making a socialize roll, forcing
them onto a target within five feet, where they negate
successes.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Supplement an Instill action to erode an Intimacy. If
successful, the target also gains a new negative Intimacy
that reflects the one that has been eroded.
Please refer the book.

Each time the Solar succeeds at a read intentions action,
defend her guile or succeeds at a Socialize action with a
difficulty of 0 or higher, she gains two motes.
May gain no more than used in Socialize Charms this scene.

At a glance tell if an Intimacy instilled or created by the
Solar has changed in intensity. Supplements a read
intentions action to discern the intensity of all such
Intimacies, granting additional bonus dice.

Apply a single read intentions roll against the guile of all
targets, revealing surface attitudes, emotions and ties.
Please refer to the book.

When the Solar perceives an ally being targeted by a Guilepiercing effect, she may use this Charm to reflexively raise
the target‘s Guile. Effectiveness is dependent upon
the Charm used to convey the gesture.

After successfully depending through Guile, the Solar‘s
next read intentions actions against the initiate gains
extra dice and one auto-success.

Similar to it‘s prerequisite, this Charm compels the Initiate
to a certain belief upon failing a read intentions action.
He now sees the Solar as the route through which he can
achieve his goal for the scene.

Make an Intimacy undiscoverable towards read intentions
actions by burying it in your anima.

Doubt-Sowing Contention Method

Wise Counsel (Flashing Soul Reform)

Asp Bites Its Tail

Soul-Testing Method

Fete-Watcher Stance

Seen and Seeing Method

Inverted Ego Mask

When the Solar suspects that another is intending to make
a social influence roll she disagrees with, the Solar may use
this Charm to prevent the influence.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Advise another character on social etiquette or group or
cultural policy, roll and grant successes as bonus dice to the
target, enhancing future Socialize rolls or increasing
Guilse/Resolve. Please refer the book.

When the Solar witnesses another taking action to convince
others to take action against her, this Charm can make the
aggressor‘s claims backfire.

If the Solar shares a Major or Defining Intimacy with
someone, he can force them into a Decision Point
immediately without rolling on a subject.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Grant pre-emptive powers to allies and subordinates. Any
time the Solar uses read intentions to notice hostile intent
which might result in violence, she gains bonus dice to
awareness and Join Battle. Can confer this bonus to allies.

When successfully defending against a read intentions
action, the Solar may reflexively respond with a read
intentions of his own. If he is successfuly in this response,
he also gains a Willpower. Repuchases upgrade the Charm.

Use when your Guile is pierced, misdirect the initiate‘s
read intentions action by changing the conext of a tie or the
wording of a principle.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Knowing the Soul‘s Price

Face-Charming Prana

Heart-Eclipsing Shroud

This Charm is a read intentions action with several automatic
successes, rerolling 5s and 6s until they fail to appear. If
successful, the Solar learns her target‘s price, what motivates
him to undertake some specific task.

This Charm is a special Socialize-based persuade action,
made as if it were exploiting a Defining Intimacy. Success
causes the target to attempt a read intentions. Resisting
this influence in a Decision Point costs 2 WP.

Create a new persona with a set of false Intimacies that
the Solar can adopt. These Intimacies must be purchased as
permanent effects. This Charm grants various benefits.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.
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Endless Obsession Feint
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This Charm is triggered by success though social influence
in a social scene, leaving those exploited for the success
in obsession about the Solar.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.
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Any four Essence 3+
Socialize Charms

Culture Hero Approach

Friend of a Friend Approach

Understanding the Court

Soul-Void Kata

Hundred-Faced Stranger

Upon encountering a perfect stranger who has a positive
Major+ Tie to a character whom has such an Intimacy
towards the Solar gains an automatic Minor Tie towards
the Solar. Please refer the book.

Gain near-total understanding of a court. Spend several
days in the court to gain this benefit.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Upon defending her Intimacies with Guile, the Solar can
activate this Charm to convince his target that he has seen
into the Solar‘s motives and found a empty gulf. This
leaves the target hypnotized and inert. Refer the book.

Permanently upgrades the prerequisite, allowing the
Solar to assign Abilities and specialties to each Persona
created with Heart-Eclipsing Shroud.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.
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Venomous Rumors Technique

Unbound Social Mastery

Legend Mask Methodology

Speak against a group member for whom you hold at least
a negative Intimacy, accusing her of major betrayal. Roll
an instill action to make others believe the accusation.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Once per scene, the Solar may invoke a free full
Socialize Excellency. Can be reset by achieving a legendary
social goal, such that she vents a point of Limit.

Permanently upgrades all purchases of Heart-Eclipsing
Shroud, allowing the player to buy Charms for his
personas.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Even-Touched Prophet

Draw the Curtain

Once per scene the Solar may use this Charm to apply
double 8s to a single Socialize-based action. Can be
reset by overturning social influence made against
another character on the Defining level.

Enhances one of the personas enhanced by Legend
Mask Methodology, granting it more experience.
Also grants the persona a new Limit Trigger.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.
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Elusive Dream Defense

At Your Service

Fugue-Empowered Other

Once per Story, the Solar may use this Charm to add her
Resolve to Guile, or Guile to Resolve. While this Charm
is active, exploiting her Intimacies does not lower her
Resolve nor may she defenses by utilizing them.

Reflexively transform into an all new persona, shaped by
the ambitions of her subjects.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Borrow the Ability rating of one of your personas for a
single tick, and may activate any Charms from that Ability.
This Charm carries the danger of becoming confused
between your personas. Please refer the book.
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Soul Reprisal
Core, p. 403

When struck down, instantly shed all current Intimacies,
Abilities and Charms and become one of your personas.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

A personal „Thank You“ and dedication to all the people who helped make Exalted 3 a reality: John, Holden, Rich and all the others, from the developers to the playtesters. Props to you all.

